Parasomnia versus epilepsy: An affair of the heart?
Differential diagnosis between sleep-related epileptic seizures and NREM parasomnia remains challenging. Pathophysiological markers to differentiate both conditions are needed. Activation of autonomic system is present in arousal reactions and epileptic seizures. Our study investigated whether cardiac reactivity differed between arousal disorders and sleep-related seizures. Nocturnal recordings of 50 patients (10 in each group: frontal lobe epilepsy [FLE], temporal lobe epilepsy [TLE], nocturnal terror [NT], confusional arousal [CA], normal arousals [NA]) were retrospectively selected. Timing of the first motor sign and description of behaviours were assessed. Beat-to-beat RR intervals (RRI) as well as heart rate variability were analysed over a period of 60 heartbeats before and after first motor manifestation. The slope and area under the curve (AUC) of RRI were calculated. A significant decrease in RRI was observed at the onset of all events. Statistical analysis revealed: lower RRI in TLE than in other groups; higher slope of RRI in FLE than in NA and TLE, and higher AUC in NT and FLE than in TLE, and in NT than in NA. Sleep stage, episode duration, vocalization characteristics, lateralized or abnormal posture, exploratory behaviour differed between epileptic and parasomnia groups. Analysis of cardiac reactivity seems to be a useful objective tool, together with clinical features, for diagnosing abnormal behaviour during sleep. Cardiac reactivity in TLE could reflect epileptic discharge propagation to brain areas involved in autonomic control, while FLE and NT might involve a strong non-specific activation of the sympathetic system.